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Fig. 27—Designs for Tabouret

The legs are now screwed to the lower cross pieces
and then to the upper cross pieces with 3/4 in. num-
ber 6 round head blued screws. The lower cross
piece may be made face up instead of edge up. This
would prevent any warping that might occur in the
legs, but would weaken the construction.

This is a very attractive as well as a useful piece
of furniture when finished, since it may be used as a
bed stand, a tea table or a plant stand. The dimen-
sions of the tabouret suit all of these purposes.

Few problems lend themselves more naturally
to the applied arts than the tabouret. The pupils
study design but fail so often to make application of
what they get, to problems of the shop.

Fig. 27 shows a number of most interesting de-
signs for tabourets.

These may be sawed out or they may be stenciled
in color, as was suggested for the stationery holders
in Fig. 10.

When designing use paper and scissors freely.
Through the cutting of paper into various designs,
the pupil gets a most excellent idea of the surface
covered by his design.

After the cutting, a careful design should be
drawn. The drawing is transferred by means of
carbon paper.

Every teacher of manual training should aim to
introduce as much applied art into his shop problems
as possible, taking care that what is used is good art.
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Telephone Table and Chair

Fig. 42—Telephone Table and Chair

In Fig. 42 are shown a telephone table and chair
that are surely not to be classed with the ordinary
telephone tables and chairs which we find on the
market today; and yet there is nothing in the con-
struction of either this table or chair that an eighth-
grade boy cannot complete.

Fig. 38 gives the working drawing of the chair,
and Fig. 39 shows the completed chair. It may be
made either with the mortise-and-tenon, or dowel-
joint construction. If there is no band saw at hand
the back legs of the chair can be made straight; and
if there are no facilities for bending the upper back
rail, that may be made straight.* The seat is of
the slip seat construction.

Fig. 40 shows the table made from the working
drawing shown in Fig. 41. This may be made either
the mortise-and-tenon, dowel, or the butt-and-
screwed construction as shown. The screw heads
are sunk and wooden caps placed in the holes.

Instead of hanging the unsightly telephone di-
rectory on the table, it is placed in a little cabinet
which is made by screwing in a bottom and hinging
the front rail onto this bottom, as shown in Fig. 41.
A place is provided on the top of the table for the
telephone and next to it a place for a pad of paper.

•"Concerning the making of a form for bending stock, refer to paragraph
"Making a Form," pages 162-164.



PROBLEMS IN WOODWORK

Fig. 79—Finished Basket, Roll of Splint, Basket Tied to Form

Fig. 84 shows two interesting work baskets, one
made of sweet grass and splint, and the other of
raffia and splint.

Combination of Wood and Splints
Wood alone is not sufficient for a course in ele-

mentary manual training. Under proper guidance,

such materials as splints of ash, oak and hickory,
cane, pith cane (flat reed), rushes, split and round
reed, bits of metal, and simple upholstering in
leather, hand-woven fabrics and tapestry may be

Fig. 80—Finished Work Baskets
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Fig. 87—Steps in Splint Weaving


